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MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
t

Committee to Review Generic Requirements '
;

FROM: Eric Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclea? Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: CRGR REVIEW 0F PROPOSED RESOLUTION OF
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUE B-56, " DIESEL GENERATOR
RELIABILITY"

The purpose of this memorandum is to request that the proposed resolution
of Generic Safety Issue B-56 be scheduled for review by the CRGR on
November 12, 1991. The Commission disapproved use of a 50.54(f) letter for
resolving B-56, and directed the staff to address this safety issue through
rulemaking. We have therefore prepared a Draf t Commission Paper, Federal

,

Register Notice and further revised Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3, to
comply with the Commission's direction provided in SRM (COMJC-91-001/001-A)
dated June 26, 1991, for resolving Generic Safety Issue B-56, " Diesel
Generator Reliability". These enclosures are different than previously
forwarded to Mr. J. Conran and reflect Office views which have emerged over
the past several weeks. Text changes are highlighted, and in particular, we
bring to your attention that the sections of the Federal Register Notice
dealing with Regulatory Analysis and Backfit now make use of previous station
blackout findings.

If you have questions on the enclosures, please contact Al Serkiz at 492-3942.

% s t,

I' 'w e+ -

Eric S. Beckjord/ trector
Office of Nuclear egulatory Research

Enclosures: |

1. Draft Commission Paper !2. Draft Federal Register Notice
l3. Draft Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 3
j
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DRAFT COMMISSION PAPER
RESOLUTION OF GSI B-56

EQI: The Commission

from: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Subiect: RESOLUTION OF GENERIC SAFETY ISSUE B-56
" DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY"

Purcose: This paper is to inform the Commission of the-
staff's response to SRM (COMJC-91-001/001-A)
dated June 26, 1991 and requests approval to
issue for public comment: 1) an auended 10
CFR Part 50.63, " Station Blackout", and (2)
Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (proposed).

Backaround: The staff submitted to the Commission a
proposed resolution for Generic Safety Issue
(GSI) B-56, " Diesel Generator Reliability" on
October 3, 1990 (SECY-90-340).

The Commission disapproved the use of a '

generic letter and the provisions of 10 CFR
50.54(f) as a vehicle for imposing
requirements on, or securing enforceable
commitments from power reactor licensees to
address Generic Safety Issue B-56, and stated
that establishment of a firm legal basis for
the regulatory action (such as for this
issue) should be addressed through
rulemaking.

With respect to the approach to be taken in
addressing the issue of emergency diesel
generator (EDG) reliability, the Commission
endorsed a results-oriented approach,
consistent with the approach taken in the
maintenance rule, that will focus on the

I

Contact:
Warren Minners, RES
49-23900
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overall objective of demonstrated EDG
reliability in lieu of the approach
recommended by the staff in SECY-90-340 and
the staff was instructed to prepare for
commission approval a proposed rule and
regulatory guidance which would consist of
the following fundamental elements: (1)
target reliability levels would be
established for each nuclear unit's EDGs
(these reliability levels would comport with
the reliability levels assumed in a
licensee's coping analysis for station
blackout (SBO)); (2) trigger values would be
established with respect to EDG failures to
provide an "early warning" of reliability
degradation, to address degradation in an
individual EDG, and to provide a basis for
taking regulatory action (including the
possibility of enforcement action) when it
becomes clear that the target reliability
level is not being met by a licensee; and (3)
a reporting regime would be established in
accordance with this approach.

In addition, the Commission requested that
when the staff submits the proposed rule for
Commission approval, the staff should
identify proposed regulatory actions to be
taken, including enforcement action when the
" double trigger" criterion occurs.

Discussion: The staff has prepared a Federal Register
Notice (Enclosure 1) which includes a revised
rule and revised Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 3
(Enclosure 2) which responds to the
Commission's SRM.

The Federal Register Notice (FRN) provides a
background discussion; discusses the need for
the proposed rule amendment, the proposed
monitoring of EDG reliability and enforcement
considerations; and includes a backfit
analysis.

The proposed rule amendment is based on
monitoring failures and successes of EDGs to
start and load-run, and uses the following
performance-based criteria:

,
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1) EARLY WARNING:'If there are 3 failures
in the last 20 demands for either an
individual EDG or for all EDGs assigned
to a nuclear unit, this is an early
indicator of deterioration of EDG
reliability. The NRC is to be notified
in writing of this condition within 30
days'and the licensee is expected to
take appropriate corrective action.

2) PROBLEM DIESEL: If there are 4 failures
in the last 25 demands of an EDG, this
is further indication of EDG reliability
deterioration and also ineffectiveness
of the on-site EDG maintenance program.
A written report to the NRC is required
within 30 days. Following corrective
action, this EDG is to be subjected to
accelerated testing per RG 1.9, Rev. 3
(proposed) to demonstrate effectiveness
of maintenance actions (i.e., 7
consecutive failure free tests),

3) DOUBLE TRIGGER: If there are 5 failures
withiri the last 50 demands and 8
failures within the last 100 demands .

(nuclear unit ~ target reliability = '

O.95), or 4 failures withid the last 50
demands and 5 failures withiri the last. J

100 demands (nuclear unit ^~Eafget
reliability = 0.975), therRthisYl'sTcisar
evidehesEthstilithel EDG ?saintensnde~~

''

activitialssareVnot:1effactiveiandEthat
the:sEDGfre11abilityslaveEhasidropped
below!.thesselectedstarget$gThis"~~ ~~
condit16nsissclearlyinon-complisnbuivith
thez proposedfrul'e((S5,0 463;(a)y~~~'~~~~~ ^- '

I f ! thei?aboVeV f al1@WIratse Gecui E"thelicenshshould d((1); implement *"' ~ ~ ~

appropriatessorrectiveraction2(2)'
notifygthe3NRC10perati'onelicenteri withiri
24ihours ;d(3 )Rifs re.storation # ofEnuclear
unittEDG% reliability;hastnotibeen
demonstratedWithint30 f days iot Athe
occurencefofitheMdoublestriggers5pfsand
a-written'reportRtojthe) Director 1

; Nuclear Reactor--Regulations;istating{the
~

.
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cause(s)"for this condition,Jthe basis7

on which theiEDGs are considered
operable, andia description and schedule
for corrective action designed to
restore EDG' reliability to assumed
values.

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (second
proposed revision) has been revised to
provide guidance for: EDG surveillance
testing for monitoring EDG reliability,
calculating reliability levels, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements to supplement the
proposed rule amendment.

More recently, questions related to EDG
maintenance activities and their effects on
EDG unavailability have been raised. In
developing the EDG reliability levels
selected for the SB0 rule, unavailability due
to testing and maintenance was assumed to
contribute a small amount (0.007 per EDG) to
overall unavailability. Cumulative EDG,

; outage time due to maintenance activities
; could be an important contributor to diesel
'

unavailibility, but no explicit limit on
I availability was specified. However, the

Technical Specifications Improvement program,
which is based on risk and reliability
considerations, was selected as the vehicle
for implementing allowable cumulative
unavailability for diesels rather than
incorporating such requirements in the rules.

AEOD recently evaluated operational events
during CYs 1985 to 1990 that involved EDG
performance following undervoltage conditions
on associated safety buses during reactor
power operation (REF. AEOD Special Study
Report AEOD/S91-01, September 1991).

The estimated effect on EDG reliability
because of unavailability related to
maintenance is 0.039 based on AEOD's
evaluation of 128 recent demands (five of
which occured while the diesel was out of
service for maintenance). The estimated
unavalibility is 0.01 to 0.09 based on 95%
confidence limits. Although these estimates

Filename: B56COMM.PR2 October 28,1991
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are higher than the 0.007 maintenance
unavailibility contribution cited in
Regulatory Guide 1.155, the guide clearly
states that in some cases outages due to
maintenance can be a significant contributor
to EDG unavailability. The guide also notes
that this contribution can be kept low by
having high-quality test and maintenance
procedures and by scheduling regular diesel
generator mairt..inance so as to minimize the
risk on plant operation.

The AEOD report also examined those events
where the cause of the event also prevented
sucessful restoration of ac power. There were
5 failures in 119 such applicable events.

The estimated reliability of an EDG based on
this data set is 0.96 and the associated 95%
confidence limits are 0.90 and 0.99.

Overall, the AEOD report indicates that based
on demands initiated by an actual loss of
preferred power to a safety bus, the
capability of the EDGs to automatically
start, load their respective safety buses,
and provide power to the engineered safety
features is within the range of the
reliability goal of 0.95 suggested in
Regulatory Guide 1.155 to cope with station
blackout and that some uncertainty is '

'
unavoidable due to the relatively small
sample site and the need to interpret the
information in the LERs.

The AEOD report further notes that the major ;

portion of dead bus events was due to j
maintenance and testing, and that the
practice of on-line maintenance of EDGs needs
to be examined by licensees and efforts made
to minimize the negative impact on system
availability.

Th e' fpotential ? impia ctiofi maintenance x related ;

unav a ilabilityfon i diesel';L generator
reliability 11evels fand ; the ? need to7miniiniz's
such7 unavailability by scheduling EDG" _. i

maintenance so,as'toeminimize1 potential? risks !

during power;operationLand duringfrefueling I

Filename: B56COMM.PR2 October 28,1991
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outages has;beentincorporatediinto?ths
proposed. Regulatory Guide.l.9, Revision 3.:

COORDINATION: This 'L Commission ipaper? has Obeen/ prepared i bp
theJOfficagofcNuclear! Regulatory'ResearchJ.in
closaico-ordinationivith;tho' Office:of'
NucleartReactoriRegulationMthelofficesof
Enforcementiand!1theiOfficejofiGeneral~
CouncilnThe i Of fice isti Ge'nera11 Councill ha si
reviewedithie 2 pap ~er:Jandihas!noflegal ~

ob{ectionitotits
~ " ^

SUMMARY: The staff requests that Commission approval
be granted to issue the enclosed Federal
Register Notice and Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Revision 3 for public comment.

James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Federal Register Notice (proposed rule with

statement of considerations) -

2. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (proposed)
3. Environmental Assessment

4
:

i

~
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Draft Federal Register Notice |
'

Resolution of B-56

!

|

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION j

10 CFR Part 50

RIN

LOSS OF ALL ALTERNATING CURRENT POWER )
AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

i

ACTION: Proposed Rule

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is proposing to amend its
requirements for the reliability of the onsite emergency ac sources to assure
that the probability of losing onsite emergency ac power sources is minimized
and that emergency diesel generator reliability target levels selected for |

compliance with the station blackout rule, 10 CFR Part 50.63, are being
achieved and maintained. The station blackout (SB0) rule requires that light- I

water-cooled nuclear power plants be able to withstand for a specified
duration and recover from a station blackout. The reliability of onsite i
emergency ac power sources is one of four factors specified in 10 CFR 50.63 to |

determine the station blackout coping duration for each plant.

DATES: Submit comments by (75 days after publication date] ,1992.
Comments received after this date will be considered if it is practical to do
so, but the Commission is able to assure consideration only for comments

ireceived on or before this date. I

IADDRESSEES: Comments may be sent to: The Secretary of the Commission, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, ATTN: Docketing and
Service Branch, or may be hand delivered to the Office of the Secretary, One .

White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland, between 7:45 j
a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Federal workdays. Copies of comments received may be
examined at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level),
Washington, DC. ;

l

FOR FURTHER TRFORMATION CONTACT:

Aleck Serkiz, Division of Safety Issue Resolution, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,
Telephone (301) 492-3942

!
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

The Commission's existing regulations (See General Design Criteria 17 and 18,
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A) establish requirements for the design and testing
of onsite and offsite electric power systems that are intended to reduce the
probability of losing all ac power. The statement of considerations for 10 CFR
50.63 (igg 53FRN23203, June 21, 1988) noted that the reliability of onsite
emergency ac power sources is one of the main factors contributing to risk of
core melt resulting from station blackout. The statement of considerations
also noted that resolution of Generic Safety Issue B-56, Diesel Generator
Reliability, would provide specific guidance for use by the staff or industry
to " review the adequacy of diesel generator reliability programs consistent
with the resolution of USI A-44."

| Staff guidance for EDG selection, design, qualification and testing is
| currently provided in the following three documents: (1) Regulatory Guide 1.9,

Revision 2, (2) Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, and (3) Generic Letter
84-15. The staff proposed to revise Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 2, to
incorporate guidance for: (1) EDG surveillance testing utilizing industry-wide
accepted definitions for valid starts and failures, (2) monitoring of EDG
reliability levels for consistency with the requirements of GDCs 17, 18 and 10t

CFR 50.63 and to incorporate,as appropriate, guidance from NUMARC-8700,
A)pendix D revision dated 5-2-90 (which defined an EDG reliability program).
Tie staffM1io? proposed;to endorse NUMARC's Initiative 5A and issue a
50.54(f)"lettei that requested endorsement of the EDG reliability program
provided in RG 1.9, Rev. 3 or identification of an equivalent EDG reliability
program. The Commission has det~ersiihed that a rule revision is the appropriate
means for imposing new requirements related to emergency diesel generator
reliability.

Need for the Proposed Amendment

. If loss of normally available alternating current (ac) power occurs at a
'

nuclear power plant, redundant onsite emergency ac power sources provide power
for necessary safety functions which include reactor core decay heat removal
(GDC 34), emergency core cooling (GDC 35) and containment heat removal (GDC
38). These systems are essential for preserving the integrity of the reactor
core, reactor coolant system and containment. Although reactor core decay
heat can be removed for a limited time by systems that are independent of ac
power, Class IE emergency diesel generators (EDGs) are the long term power

| source for these systems in most plants. Therefore, the reliability of
emergency diesel generators is a major factor in assuring acceptable plant
safety.

The Commission has determined that a rule requiring EDG testing and monitoring
is necessary to assure that adequate EDG reliability levels are being
maintained. Furthermore, demonstration of EDG reliability should be based on a
results-oriented approach, consistent with the approach taken in the
maintenance rule (10 CFR 50.65). This approach would consist of (1)
establishment of EDG target reliability levels which would comport with the
reliability levels assumed in a licensee's coping analysis for station
blackout, (2) trigger values with respect to EDG failures, to serve two

2
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purposes -- to provide an "early warning" of EOG degradation, and to provide a
basis for taking regulatory action when it becomes clear that the target
reliability is not being met by a licensee, and (3) a reporting regime for EDG
failures consistent with the approach described above.

Monitoring of EDG Performance

The monitoring of EDG performance (i.e., failures and successes) will be
based primarily on surveillance tests which subject the diesels to " start" and
" load-run" cycles as discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (proposed).
In addition, unplanned starts and load-runs will occur during the normal
operations cycle. The combination of surveillance tests and unplanned EDG
start and load-run demands will provide a data base for estimating EDG
reliability levels for comparison to target values selected for the station
blackout coping analysis.

This data base can be used to estimate nuclear unit EDG reliability, but
only within the constraints that a proper statistical analysis imposes. The
overall goal is to develop a method that maximizes the probability of
detecting a real decrease in EDG reliability while minimizing the probability
of indicating a decrease when none actually occurred (a false alarm). These
are competing requirements. In addition, the uncertainty of the estimate
varies with the sample size (i.e., the number of tests). Estimating
reliability with a high confidence level requires a large number of tests.
However, a large number of tests take a long time so that the resulting
estimate also would not be available for a long time.

The following " double trigger" values were selected as a compromise to
maximize detection probability arJ minimize false alarms:

Nuclear Unit EDG Oouble Trigger
Taraet Reliability (Failures / Demand)

0.95 5/50 and 8/100
0.975 4/50 and 5/100

These triggers provide clear evidence that EDG reliability has degraded to an
unacceptable level. However the response time is slow. Assuming monthly
testing plus unplanned demands, two years could pass before 100 demands
occurred. Therefore an early warning trigger [3 failures in the last 20
demands) is needed. This trigger serves as an indicator of the possible onset
of reliability degradation.

These triggers are based on the total number of failures and demands at all of
the EDG at a nuclear unit. Thus they monitor the overall reliability of the
emergency onsite power system. In order to monitor the reliability of
individual EDGs and to orovide an early warning, a 3/20 trigger would also be
applied to the performana of any individual EDG. In addition, a trigger of 4
failures in the last 25 demands on any individual EDG is an indication of
continued degradation of reliability for that EDG and the ineffectiveness of
the licensee's maintenance program.

Filename: B56FRN.R3A 3
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In summary, monitoring of EDG performance from a results-oriented
perspective would be based on monitoring failures and successes to start and
load-run, and utilize the following criteria:

,

1) EARLY WARNING: If there are 3 failures within the last 20 last
demands for either an individual EDG or for all EDGs assigned to a
nuclear unit, this is an early indicator of potential
deterioration of EDG reliability. The NRC;should be notifieds hda
co|rrectlyefaction;takenbyfthe;7 ,1 cense;e.1

2) PROBLEM DIESEL: If there are 4 failures in the last 25 demands of
an EDG, this isTi further indication of EDG reliability
deterioration ahd also the ineffectiveness of the EDG maintenance
program. Following corrective action this EDG sho~uld be subjected
to accelerated testing to demonstrate effectiveness of maintenance,

actions (i.e., 7 consecutive failure free tests).'

3) DOUBLE TRIGGER: If there are 5 failures within the last 50 demands
and 8 failures withiri the last 100 demands (nuclear unit target
reliability - 0.95),'or 4 failures within the last 50 demand and 5
failures within the last 100 demands'(nuclear unit target
reliabilitf70.975),thenthisisclearevidencethatEDG
maintenance activities are not effective and that the EDG

re l i a b i l i ty%iidi t'ihn li sicl eW1f s6s:compl i ahesiWitNYl50163(a,).
level has dropped significantly below the target

level. This ~

and f regul a t ory /actionishould i be rtaken$The ? actions?and irep^ ort l h
require, ment,s;ofjl50j63(a),(3),(ij),.(C)fshou]djpelcar_rjedlo,ug ' ~ i

Enforcement Considerations:
|
| The early warning repcrt (3 failures in the last 20 demands) is subject

to NRC review or inspection to determine underlying causes and corrective
actions planned or carried out. Enforcement action will not be taken solely as
a result of the early warning report, but someTacti6n(iheludinglescalatid

action) may [ result from associated staff activities :should' violation'if ^btherrequirements suchMsiCrjtetion]XVIMffAppendix]BioCIO:CFR150lbejdehtifidd?i

OscIEFinEW?b(2thFd6sbliitHijiEisTiliFsildehEs?thitith~siTfEWhiii ^~
notliisint ai ningi EOGWel iabi l i ty il eveT Rind ithatstheinsliaritin i ti E06 ~~;-~~~li s
reliabilityttevelshas" drop' ped below;theireliability!targetjselected;by?the -
licensesMdeternini ithe{specifiedfstation! blackout |duratiodiroquiredib8~10 -

CFR|50;63(ay$ThiMeo it i on : i si cl e arlys nonJcampl i ase lwithTl50!63 (a))and '
regul atoryiactichihbuld ' be t taken D The 7 acti ohs ? and f rep ~o sti ngTPeqdi remen t nof
$50.63(a)(3)({t)(C)@hbuldibetcarriedfoutt^' ~^' ^ ' ~

~ ^ ' ~ ' - ~

The Commission intends, as part of the final rulemaking in this matter,
to modify the NRC enforcement policy in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C.
Specifically, the Commission would modify Supplement I of Appendix C to
identify that failure to report conditions as required by this rulemaking is.
an example of a Severity Level III.

.
In addition,;the' Commission would modify Supplement 1|to provideith'at

~

3

failure to take corrective action as required by Appendix B of Part 50:such

Filename: 856FRN.R3A 4
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thats theTdshbTENfigleWal uisin!10TCFR! 50;63(a)'(3) (li ~

cons idered dani! example ;o ff a? Severity? Level s III1 viola tion) (C)?i sfresshed ?would > be& Civilipenaltiessare
normally, assessed,for)Ssveritybleveltill violations absent'mit'igating
conditionsMGiven'thatta%11censeeiwillionlyiexceedethe doublettriggeRafth
exceeding s thsearlyjarningitriggerlinisectionf 50;63(a)(3)(ii)(A)tandaiotE
taking(effactivehcorrectivefactionnit::Willtberappropriateein; assessing (s
civil penaltyitofescalateithe:penaltyhfor:;priorinotice andinot|to?mitigatsithe
penalty for; prior:performanceMThe + licensee'syresponseito, exceeding:the" ~~
double ttriggerfwill4be?consideredfinideterminingtif N daily:xcivillpenalties
should besimposed'for:eachfday;the9 facility: operated ~while': exceeding;the~
double'triggerslevelMByttheseienforcementipositionsMthe Commission;willibe
emphasizing $thecimportance;of hsvingfreliable[dieselLgenerators4Thiscrule~
does > not* prohibi t? operation ioff a i facility? withidiesel s1 having il ess ;thani the
expectedirel i abil i ty t provided sthesdi e'sel sjare {operabl ef asi requi red i by! the ' '

faci l i tyW tabhnica n speci fications facti on isthtements t8 However$ pri ori td i
ma ki ng ;thefdeci s ion (t o [op' erat' swi thli es sf th an'?the? expec ted 1 EDG yel i abil i tfands
f ace 'da ilyiciv i lipenal t t es h the bl icensee t mu st'make s the2 requi red; operabili t
evaluationkastit:must?itheneveriaidiesel?failsnandifollow the;technicif~y
s peci fi c at i onsji ffa ;d ie s el hi sidet e rmi nedi to ! be c i nope rabl e J

~~~

FINDING 0F NO SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:

The Commission has determined under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in Subpart A of 10
CFR Part 51, that this rule, if adopted, would not be a major Federal action

,

significantly affecting the quality of the human environment and therefore an |

environmental impact statement is not required. The environmental assessment
and finding of no significant impact are available for inspection and copying
for a fee at the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, N.W., (Lower Level),
Washington, D.C. between the hours of 7:45 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal
workdays. Single copies of the environmental assessment and finding of no
significant impact are available from Mr. Warren Minners, Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555, Telephone: (301) 492-3900.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT

This proposed rule change amends information collection requirements
pertaining to 10 CFR 50.63 that are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980 (44 U.S.C. N01 et seq.). This rule has been submitted to the Office of
Management and 0 4tt for mview and approval of the paperwork requirements.

Public burden for this collection of information is estimated to average
hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions,

searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed,
and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments
regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of
information, including suggestions for reducing this burden to the Information
and Records Management Branch (P-530), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555; and to the Paperwork Reduction Project (3150- ),
Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503.

REGULATORY ANALYSIS

Filename: 856FRN.R3A 5
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The Cossitssi6nTdid;not7 prepare a separateTrefiulatory!analisis;for!the
proposed:rulen becauseithe existing regulatorycana'ysis'(NUREG-Il09)?for the
StationsBlackout! Rule assumed, .and therefore considered,: the needifor
licensees;toimonitortheir' emergency;dieselfgeneratorsand:meetttheir
established feliability; targets m The>proposedsrule;requiresglicenseessts

: ,

monitor:theEperformanceJof: emergency diesel g' eneratorstandatakeFappropriati
action if measured reliability fallsibilowstheDreliabilityttargetssestablished
bythe-licenseesiinconformance.withthetrequirementslof/SectionL50.63(a)(1)
of, the Station; Blackout: RulerJHoweverf as sthelbackfitianalysis;forythe

Stationi B1ackout . Rule Laakes elearg such ' monitoring'atoryischeme! forytheeStation
andirel1 ability-achiesment

requirementstwerejpresumedjtoibelpartioffthe{regu
B1:ckoutLRules

Thi7hbi st 16E? oft US !? AF44 M S t ati 6ni BlickWt MindlidedWregulatoryiguideith'atiprovidedjuidance!6n(iieI53MRN?23217;8)temergency diesel
'

genera to'rt ( EDG) $ rel i ab il i ty! (Regul a t ory! Guideil fl 55W Sec tions; Cl; 11and !C1!2)?
Thatcguidance? identified EDG reliabilityttargetriofs0;955(Group A; Brand;C' ~
plants)yand?0;975 f(Group?D plants).cIttwas|notedithat;theseireliabilityllsVels
will be considered minimum; target >reliabil.itissaandithatveach:plantpshosld ~
have aniEDG reliability program:containingithe?prinilpalJelementsC6ritheif
equivalent,(outlined 11n Regulatory: position 4C112Dwhich Lincludedisurysillanc(
testing andfreliability monitoring and aniinformationiand dataLeollection~~~
system uThe FRNifurther noted:that:the: resolution /ofiB-56hvould' provide "
spectfic: guidance 3 orause:byithe stafftordindustryitorreview5thayadequadfEbff

EDG : rel i abil i tyj prog rass icons i stent; wi thithage solutiogof;USIgA34 gggf

ThiTCossilisisinoR bel ieveF thitidetit isdippescFiptheignida6cefonithe

warranted m Therefore theeproposed;rulersetssforthithe7criterialwhichfa [~~''contentioffenergencyidieseliginerator:!reliabillty]monitoringiprograms21s not
mon i toring (program? musti mee t h e stabl i'shisicriterlat foridetermini ngiwhethili
reliabilityimayLbeidecreasingtandwhether;targettreliabilitiessareibeingtmet!
and/specifiesithalactionsiwhich must;beltaken*lfireliability[targetsjaretnot
met 2

Howe ve r,1s i nce l the is t at ion ' Bliskouti RUl nind Li ts Iregd i stdryTanalis ii
assumed thattsuch monitoring would besperformedfa'ndLthat? reliability (ta ets
would'havesto be metp~the?Commtsston8believestthatta:newFregulatoryranal sis
for;theiproposed! rule whichiexplicitlytestablishesithese? actions;assregu atori~

requirementsyouldibeMargely7duplicatives ~ ~
" "~ ~ ~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ~

MoFi6Wi
th at* mostil fM@nseesfwereTal ready | pe rforming 5 some; typeTofirel i abil i tf' - ~thfhidalitaryT analysisifoEthi? Stitlini81uksht? Rsl eisssmed'

mon i toringKindf thatronlyllo 'l icenseesi wouldc be f required; tovincurladditi 6 nil
costsiforcupgpadingstheiridleselsgeneratorimonitoring~programsh(The ~~ '

~

Commissionfdoestnotibelieve:thatLlicenseesthave!reducedatheir monitordhjiiince
the preparationi of> the regulatory analysisiforithatStationv81ackoutpRulet .
Thereforekthe Commission concludes:thatvthescostiestimatestfor thisTproposed
ruleWwhich would explicitly:requireimonitoringland: compliance withilteenseey
establishediStation/ Blackout * Rule. reliability? targets, rare: enveloped byfthe
regul a tory tanalysis ~| forit_he : S tat i on - Bl ac kou t x Rul e;

'

For these reasonsEa new regulatory 1analysisifor this~proposedtruleMas
not prepared.

_
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EACKFIT ANALYSIS

ThE prop 6sedf rule': establishes! requirementMfor monitoring Lthe
performance /ofsemergencyrdleselsgeneratorstandtrequirestlicenseestto>take
app ropri ate scti on i i f:: measured | rel i abi l i tyj fall sj bel ow ttheireliability targets
establishedibyetheglicensees tintconformance withithe/ requirements 1of?Section~

.

50.63(a)(1)!of;the! Station <81ackout' Rules ;The backfit/ analysis for Section
50.63,1which was pubitshed in' the' Federal' Register alongiwith:the final rule
(53.FR 23210;1 June 21,11988)',.Lspecificallyt assumedithattlicensees would be'
requi red 4 toimaintainia: rol l abil i ty ;1 evel to fiai thern 95 Lore.975; ( and s incl uded
the costsifortdevelopmenttofgproceduressand? corrective /actionsrifidiesel
generatortreliabilityifell?below theispecifiedire11abilityllevelsMita: 53fFR
at 23216?23217.R Thus,;theibackfit7analysishforsthe15tationiBlackout rule" ~

es s enti 411yienv.e1 oped ? thef@requ i rements < of Lthi s@opos ed ;rul e M Prep arat i onio fCnew:backfitganalysissfo this tproposedjruleiwouldtbetessentiallyrduplicati' e_v'
ofsth'eiprior backfittanalysisiwith1 respect?tolmonitoringf and maintaining ~~

~

,

diesel generator reliability.eForithis reason,;aLseparateibackfit:analy~ sis '

forithis: proposed frule was'not: prepared.
~ ' ' ~

.

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 50
!

Nuclear power plants and reactors, Reporting and record keeping requirements. {

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of tin Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended, and 5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the following
amendment to 10 CFR 50.63. j

i

PART 50 - DOMESTIC LICENSING
0F PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES

,

-

)
1. The authority citation for Part 50 continues to read in part as follows:

Authority Section 161, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 USC 2201); Sec.
201, 88, Stat. 1242, as amended, (42 U.S.C. 5841) ***

2. Section 50.63(a) is amended by adding paragraphs (a)(3) and (d) to read
as follows:

950.53 Loss of alternating current power

(a)(1) * * * *

(2) * * * * *

(3)(i) Diesel generators that are relied upon to provide on-site
,

emergency ac power (emergency diesel generators) must meet the |
reliability target selected by the licensee in determining the !

specified station blackout duration required by paragraph (a){l)4

of this section.

(ii) The reliability of every emergency diesel generator must be
monitored at leastimenthly~ to determine whether the reliability

~
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target selected by the licensee in determining the specified
station blackout duration required by paragraph (a)(1) of this
section is being met. All data from planned and unplanned demands
must be used in determining the emergency diesel generator
reliability. The starting baseline nuclear unit reliability will
be based on all emergency diesel failures that have occurred in
the last 100 demands of all the emergency diesel generators for
that nuclear unit.

(A) If there are 3 failures out of the last 20 demands for either an
individual emergency diesel generator or at any nuclear unit (i.e.
combining the performance data for all emergency diesel generators
assigned to a given nuclear unit rather than based on each individual
emergency diesel generator), the licensee shall. submit a written report

~to the NRC within 30 days of reaching the faildre conditioh~of this
paragraph stating the cause(s) for this condition and the nuclear unit
EDG reliability level.

(B) If there are 4 failures out of the last 25 demands of an
emergency diesel generator, the licensee shall test that emergency
diesel generator at a period between tests of no less than 24
hours and no more than 7 days, until 7 consecutive failure free
tests are achieved, or the emergency diesel generator passes
alternative tests that have been approved by the NRC. The licensee
shall submit a Written report to the NRC within 30 days of
reaching the failure ~ condition of this paragraph stating the
cause(s) for this condition, the EDG reliability for the nuclear
unit and planned corrective action.

(C) If, for a selected reliability target of 0.95, there are 5
failures within the last 50 demands and 8 failures with'in the last
100 demands ~, or' for a selected reliability target of'0.~975, there
are 4 failures within the last 50 demands and 5 failures within
the last 100 demands ~at any nuclear unit (i.e., combining thi~
performance data for all emergency diesel generators assigned to a
given nuclear unit rather than to each individual emergency
diesel generator), reaching the applicable failure condition set
forth in this paragraph will also be deemed to be a noncompliance
with the requirements of paragraph (a)(3) of this section.

If!thi7sb6VIIfsiliifsirAte s Tochr$theil nenseeishall E(1)hispl eme'nt
~

appropg$tef correctivaiactlon;t(2)inotify|t.ha'NRC:0perationqCenter
wi thi n%twentyffours hours ;fand d(3) 1 i ff res to ra ti oni o fJnucl e arc uni t t EDG

occurrence >c fithe rabovei fail ure' rates p;wi thi n ; th i rty1 days i of5the l.1rellatit11tyQ his;notN beent demonstrated
sendyat writtenJreportEtoethe

Director,JNuclear! Reactor Regulationistatingstheicause(s);forithis ' , .
condition Athe' basis'on which;the}EDGs: tare consideredfoperabl_e Xand ai

description:andTschedulei for; corrective) action 1 esigned;toirestore(EDGd
reliability to assumed values':.

* * * * * * * * * * *

(d) Compliance with 50.63(a)(3): Each light-water-cooled nuclear
power plant licensed to operate on or before [date of

Filename: 856FRN.R3A 8
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publication), must comply with 10 CFR 50.63(a)(3) six months after
the rule becomes effective.

!

|
i

I

!

i
!

l
l

i

I
I

i
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SECOND PROPOSED REVISION 3 TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.9
(Task R8 802-5)

SELECTION, DESIGN, QUALIFICATION, TESTING, AND RELIABILITY OF

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR UNITS USED AS CLASS 1E

ONSITE ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A. INTRODUCTION

Criterion 17, " Electric Power Systems," of Appendix A, " General
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50,
" Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"
requires that onsite electric power systems have sufficient
independence, capacity, capability, redundancy, and testability to
ensure that (1) specified acceptable fuel design limits and design
conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not
exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences, and
(2) the core is cooled and containment integrity and other vital
functions are maintained in the event of postulated accidents,
assuming a single failure.

Criterion 18, " Inspection and Testing of Electric Power
Systems," of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that electric
power systems important to safety be designed to permit appropriate
periodic inspection and testing to assess the continuity of the
systems and the condition of their components.

Criterion III, " Design Control," and Criterion XI, " Test
Control," of Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50
require that (1) measures be provided for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design by design reviews, by the use of alternative or
simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a
suitable testing program, and (2) a test program be established to
ensure that systems and components perform satisfactorily and that
the test program include operational tests during nuclear power
plant operation.

Section 50.63, " Loss of All Alternating Current Power," of 10
CFR Part 50 requires that each light-water-cooled nuclear power
plant be able to withstand and recover from a station blackout
(i.e., loss of offsite and onsite emergency ac power systems) for
a specified duration. The reliability of onsite emergency ac power
sources is one of the main factors contributing to risk of core
melt resulting from station blackout.

Filename: RG19R3.R1 1
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Diesel generator units have been widely used as the power source
for onsite electric power systems. This regulatory guide provides
guidance acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with the
Commission's requirements that diesel generator units intended for
use as onsite emergency power sources in nuclear power plants be
selected with sufficient capacity, be qualified, and h'avehthe

necas'sary @is accidents.eliabilitygandfavailability for station blackost" ariddesign bas
'

This guide has been prepared for the resolution of Generic.
Safety Issue B-56, " Diesel Generator Reliability," and is related
to Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-44, " Station Blackout.". The
resolution of USI A-44 established a need for an emergency diesel
generator (EDG) reliability program that.has the capability to
achieve and maintain the EDG reliability levels in the range of.
0.95 per demand or better to cope with station blackout.

This guide recognizes that, unless emergency diesel generators
are properly maintained, their capabilities to perform on demand
may degrade. The#re11abil'itysb6theysjshiod}d;;bQuoriit[o[rsdKsKd
cond_itionsltr @ edguring[testingg

(Insert for ACRS approval will be added later)

All previous licensing commitmuts based on Regulatory Guide,

1.9, Revision 2, and Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, are
considered to be in effect until a licensee revises plant technical
specifications.

The regulatory basis for information collection activities
mentioned in this regulatory guide are contained as requirements in
10 CFR Part 50, which provides the regulatory basis for this guide.
The information collection requirements in 10 CFR Part 50 have been
cleared under OMB Clearance No. 3150-0011.

B. DISCUSSION

An emergency diesel generator unit selected for use in an onsite
electric power system should have the capability to (1) start and
accelerate a number of large motor loads in rapid. succession while
maintaining voltage and frequency within acceptable limits, (2)
provide power promptly to engineered safety features if a loss of
offsite power and an accident occur during the same time period,
and (3) supply power continuously to the equipment needed to.
maintain the plant in a safe condition if an extended loss of
offsite power occurs.

Filename: RG19R3.R1- 2'
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IEEE Std 387-1984, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Diesel-Generator
Units Applied as Standby Power Supplies for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations," delineates principal design criteria and
qualification and testing guidelines that, if followed, will help
ensure that selected diesel generator units meet performance
requirements. (IEEE Std 387-1977 was endorsed by Revision 2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design, and Qualification of
Diesel Generator Units Used as Standby (Onsite) Electric Power
Systems at Nuclear power Plants.") IEEE Std 387-1984 was developed
by Working Group 4.2C of the Nuclear Power Engineering Committee
(NPEC) of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Inc. (IEEE), approved by NPEC, and subsequently approved by the
IEEE Standards Board on March 11, 1982. Std 387-1984 is
supplementary to IEEE Std 308-1974, "IEEE Standard Criteria for
Class 1E Power Systems and Nuclear Power Generating Stations," and
specifically amplifies paragraph 5.2.4, " Standby Power Supplies,"
of IEEE Std 308 with respect to the application of diesel generator
units. IEEE Std 308-1974 is endorsed, with certain exceptions,
by Regulatory Guide 1.32, " Criteria for Safety Related Electric
Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants."

IEEE Std 387-1984 also references other standards that contain
valuable information. Those referenced standards not endorsed by a
regulatory guide or incorporated into the regulations, if used, are
to be used in a manner consistent with current regulations.

A knowledge of the characteristics of each load is essential in
establishing the bases for the selection of an emergency diesel
generator unit that is able to accept large loads in rapid
succession. The majority of the emergency loads are large induction
motors. This type of motor draws, at full voltage, a starting
current five to eight times its rated load current. The sudden
large increases in current drawn from the diesel generator
resulting from the startup of induction motors can result in
substantial voltage reductions. The lower voltage could prevent a
motor from starting, i.e., accelerating its load to rated speed in
the required time, or could cause a running motor to coast down
or stall. Other loads might be lost because of low voltage if their
contactors drop out. Recovery from the transient caused by starting
large motors or from the loss of a large load could cause diesel
engine overspeed that, if excessive, might result in a trip of the ;

engine, i.e., loss of the Class 1E power source. These same !

|

|

' Copies may be obtained from the Institute of Electrical and '

Electronics Engineers, Inc., IEEE Service Center, 445 Cohoes Lane,
P. O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ OG8SS. )
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consequences can also result from the cumulative effect of a
sequence of more moderate transients if the system is not permitted
to recover sufficiently between successive steps in a loading
sequence.

Generally it has been industry practice to specify a maximum
voltage reduction of 10 to 15 percent when starting large motors
from large capacity power systems and a voltage reduction of 20 to
30 percent when starting these motors from limited-capacity power
sources such as diesel generator units. Large induction motors can
achieve rated speed in less than 5 seconds when powered from
adequately sized emergency diesel generator units that are capable
of restoring the bus voltage to 90 percent of nominal in about 1
second.

Protection of the emergency diesel generator unit from excessive
overspeed, which can result from an improperly adjusted control
system or governor failure, is afforded by the immediate operation
of a diesel generator unit trip, usually set at 115 percent of
nominal speed. Similarly, in order to prevent substantial damage to

| the generator, the generator differential current trip must operate
immediately upon occurrence of an internal fault. There are other,

l protective trips provided to protect the emergency diesel generator
units from possible damage. However, these trips could interfere

'

with the successful functioning of the unit when it is most needed,
i.e., during accident conditions. Experience has shown that there

I have been numerous occasions when these trips have needlessly shut
down emergency diesel generator units because of spurious operation
of a trip circuit, consequently, it is important that measures be
taken to ensure that spurious actuation of these other protective

I trips does not prevent the emergency diesel generator unit from
performing its function.

The uncertainties inherent in estimates of safety loads at the
construction permit stage of design are sometimes of such magnitude

I that it is prudent to provide a substantial margin in selecting the
| load capabilities of the emergency diesel generator unit. This

margin can be provided by estimating the loads conservatively and
selecting the continuous rating of the emergency diesel generator
unit that exceeds the sum of the loads needed at any one time. A

i more accurate estimate of safety loads is possible during the
operating license stage of review because detailed designs have
been completed and component test and preoperational test data are
usually available. However, the sum of the total loads at the

j operating license stage should not exceed the continuous rating of
- the EDG.
i

| The reliability of emergency diesel generators is one of the

Filename: RG19R3.R1 4
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main factors affecting the risk of core damage from a station
blackout event. Thus, attaining and maintaining high reliability of
emergency diesel generators at nuclear power plants is a major
contributor to the reduction of the probability of station
blackout. In Regulatory Guide 1.155, " Station Blackout," the
reliability of the diesel generator is one of the factors to be
used to determine the length of time a plant should be able to cope
with a station blackout. If all other factors (redundancy of
emergency diesel generators, frequency of loss of offsite power,
and probable time needed to restore offsite power) remain constant,
a higher reliability of the diesel generators will result in a
lower probability of a total loss of ac power (station blackout)
with a corresponding coping duration for certain plants according
to Regulatory Guide 1.155.

High reliability should be designed into the emergency diesel
generator units and maintained throughout their service lifetime.
This can be achieved by appropriate testing, maintenance, and
operating programs and by institution of a reliability program
designed to monitor, improve, and maintain reliability at selected

i
levels.

,

l
This guide provides explicit guidance in the areas of I

preoperational testing, periodic testing, reporting requirements, l
and valid demands and failures. The preoperational and periodic '

testing provisions set forth in this guide provide a basis for
taking corrective actions needed to maintain high inservice
reliability of installed emergency diesel generator units. The data ,

base developed will provide an ongoing demonstration of performance !
and reliability for all emergency diesel generator units after |
installation and during service.

This revision of Regulatory Guide 1.9 integrates into a single !
regulatory guide pertinent guidance previously addressed in |

Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide
|1.108, and Generic Letter 84-15, and it endorses, as appropriate, I

guidelines set forth in IEEE Std 387-1984. In addition, this guide
describes a means for meeting the minimum diesel generator |
reliability goals in Regulatory Guide 1.155 and remedial actions to !
restore EDG reliability to levels selected for compliance with
10 CFR 50.63.

During the development of this regulatory guide, the Nuclear
Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) revised NUMARC-8700,
" Guidelines and Technical Bases for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing

Filename: RG19R3 R1 5
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Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors.n2 Revision 1 of Appendix
D, "EDG Reliability Program" (5-2-90), to NUMARC-8700 provides
additional"" guidance for monitoring |the performance of nuclear unit
emergency diesel generator ~ reliability ^ l'evels'' and identifies
possible remedial actions to restore emergency diesel' generator
reliability to meet those values selected for station blackout.

C. REGULATORY POSITION

This M6501atorylui'de?descr1EsisT4XinusKs?sdceptables to?the LNRC

staff for. monitoring the:.targ[et2EDG reliability"Slevels selected;fof* ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~~~

compliancalp{th 3R[ Q SO263
.

Conformance with the guidelines in IEEE Std 387-1984, "IEEE
Standard Criteria for Diesel Generator Units Applied as Standby
Power Supplies for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," is
acceptable to the NRC staff for satisfying the Commission's
regulations with respect to design, qualification, and periodic
testing of diesel generator units used as onsite electric power
systems for nuclear power plants subject to the following:

1. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The guidelines of IEEE Std 387-1984 should be supplemented as
follows:

1.1 Section 1.2, " Inclusions," of IEEE Std 387-1984 should be-
supplemented to include diesel generator auto controls, manual
controls, and diesel generator output breaker.

1.2 When the characteristics of the required emergency diesel
generator loads are not accurately known, such as during the
construction permit stage of design, each emergency diesel
generator unit of an onsite power supply system should be selected
to have a continuous load rating (as defined in Section 3,7.1 of
IEEE Std 387-1984) equal to or greater than the sum of the
conservatively estimated loads (nameplate) needed to be powered by
that unit at any one time. In the absence of fully substantiated
performance characteristics for mechanical equipment such as pumps,
the electric motor drive ratings should be calculated using
conservative estimates of these characteristics, e.g., pump runout
conditions and motor efficiencies of 90 percent or less and power

2 NUMARC-8700 and Appendix D (Rev. 1, May 2, 1990) are
available for inspection or copying for a fee at the Commission's
Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC in the
file for Regulatory Guide 1.9.

Filename: RG19R3.R1 6
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factors of 85 percent or lower.

1.3 At the operating license stage of review, the predicted
loads should not exceed the continuous rating (as defined in
Section 3.7.1 of IEEE Std 387-1984) of the diesel generator unit.

1.4 Section 5.1.2, " Mechanical and Electrical Capabilities," of
IEEE Std 387-1984 pertains, in part, to the starting and load-
accepting capabilities of the diesel generator unit. In conformance
with Section 5.1.2, each diesel generator unit should be capable of
starting and accelerating to rated speed, in the required sequence,
all the needed engineered safety feature and emergency shutdown
loads. The diesel generator unit design should be such that at no
time during the loading sequence should the frequency decrease to
less than 95 percent of nominal nor the voltage decrease to less
than 75 percent of nominal (a larger decrease in voltage and

,

|frequency may be justified for a diesel generator unit that carries
|

only one large connected load). Frequency should be restored to |
within 2 percent of nominal in less than 60 percent of each load- '

sequence interval for stepload increase and in less than 80 percent |
of each load-sequence interval for disconnection of the single
largest load, and voltage should be restored to within 10 percent
of nominal within 60 percent of each load-sequence time interval.
(A greater percentage of the time interval may be used if it can be

|justified by analysis. However, the load-sequence time interval '

should include sufficient margin to account for the accuracy and
repeatability of the load-sequence timer.) During recovery from
transients caused by the disconnection of the largest single load,
the speed of the diesel generator unit should not exceed the
nominal speed plus 75 percent of the difference between nominal
speed and the overspeed trip setpoint or 115 percent of nominal,
whichever is lower. Furthermore, the transient following the
complete loss of load should not cause the speed of the unit to
attain the overspeed trip setpoint.

1.5 Emergency diesel generator units should be designed to be
testable as discussed in Regulatory Position 2. The design should
include provisions so that testing of the units will simulate the
parameters of operation (manual start, automatic start, load
sequencing, load shedding, operation time, etc.), normal standby
conditions, and environments (temperature, humidity, etc.) that
would be expected if actual demand were to be placed on the system.
If prewarm systems designed to maintain lube oil and jacket water
cooling at certain temperatures or prelubrication systems or both
are normally in operation, this would constitute normal standby
conditions for that plant.

The units should be designed to automatically transfer from

Filename: RG19R3.R1 7
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the test modo to an emergency mode upon receipt of emergency
signals.

1.6 Design provisions should include the capability to test each
emergency diesel generator unit independently of the redundant
units. Test equipment should not cause a loss of independence
between redundant diesel generator units or between diesel
generator load groups. Testability should be considered in the
celection and location of instrumentation sensors and critical
components (e.g., governor, starting system components).
Instrumentation sensors should be readily accessible and designed
so that their inspection and calibration can be verified in place.
The overall design should include status indication and alarm
features.

1.7 Section 5.5.3.1, " Surveillance Systems," of IEEE Std
387-1984 pertains to status indication of diesel generator unit
conditions. The guidance in this section should be supplemented as
follows:

1.7.1 A surveillance system should be provided with remote'

! indication in the control room for displaying emergency diesel
| generator unit status, i.e., under test, ready-standby, lockout. A
| means of communication should also be provided between diesel

generator unit testing locations and the main control room to'

ensure that the operators are cognizant of the status of the unit
under test.

1.7.2 In order to facilitate trouble diagnosis, the
surveillance system should indicate which of the emergency diesel;

generator protective trips has been activated first.

1.8 Section 5.5.4, " Protection," of IEEE Std 387-1984, which
pertains to bypassing emergency diesel generator protective trips
during emergency conditions, should be supplemented as follows:

The emergency diesel generator unit should be automatically,

! tripped on an engine overspeed and generator-differential
overcurrent. All other diesel generator protective trips should be
handled in one of two ways: (1) a trip should be implemented with
two or more measurements for each trip parameter with coincident

i logic provisions for trip actuation, or (2) a trip may be bypassed
| under accident conditions provided the operator has sufficient time

to react appropriately to an abnormal diesel generator unit'

condition. The design of the bypass circuitry should include the
capability for (1) testing the status and operability of the bypass

i circuits, (2) alarming in the control room for abnormal values of
I all bypass parameters (common trouble alarms may be used), and (3)
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man'Jally resetting the trip bypass function. . Capability for
automatic reset is not acceptable.

Section 5.5.4(2) of IEEE Std 387-1984, on retaining all
protective devices during emergency diesel generator testing, does
not apply'to a periodic test that demonstrates diesel generator
system response under simulated accident conditions per Regulatory
Positions 2.2.5, 2.2.6, and 2.2.12.

2. DIESEL GENERATOR TESTING

Section 3, " Definitions," Section 6, " Testing,"3 and Section
7, " Qualification Requirements," .in IEEE Std 387-1984 should be
supplemented as. discussed below.

2.1 Definitions

The followir g definitions * are applicable to the positions of
this regulatory guide that address testing, reliability
calculations, recordkeeping, and reporting of performance.

Start demands: All valid and inadvertent start demands,
including all start-only demands and all start demands that are
followed by load-run demands, whether by automatic or manual
initiation. A start-only demand is a demand in which the emergency
generator is started, but no attempt is made to load the emergency
diesel generator. See " Exceptions" below.

Start failures: Any failure within the emergency generator
system that prevents the generator from . achieving specified
frequency (or speed) and voltage is classified as a valid start
failure.-(For the monthly surveillance tests, the emergency diesel'
generator can be brought to rated speed and voltage in a time that
is recommended by the manuf acturer to minimize stress and wear.
Similarly, if the generator fails to reach rated speed.and voltage
in the precise time required by technical specifications, the start

3 Additional useful information on testing- and. test
definitions can be found in the ASME O&M Part 16, " Inservice
Testing and Maintenance of Diesel Drives at Nuclear Power Plants."
Copies can be obtained by contacting the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), United Engineering Center, 345 East
47th Street, New York, NY-10017.

* These definitions are taken from Appendix D (Rev. 1, May
2, 1990) to NUMARC-8700.
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attempt is not considered a failure if the test demonstrated that
the generator would start and run in an emergency.) See
" Exceptions" below. Any condition identified in the course of
maintenance inspections (with the emergency diesel generator in the |standby mode) that would definitely have resulted in a start
failure if a demand had occurred should be counted as a valid start
demand and failure.

|

|
Load-run demand.g: To be valid, the load-run attempt must i

follow a successful start and meet one of the following criteria.
See " Exceptions" below,

o A load-run of any duration that results from a real (e.g.,
not a test) automatic or manual signal.

o A load-run test to satisfy the plant's load and duration test
specifications,

other operations (e.g. , special tests) in which the emergencyo
diesel generator is planned to run for at least 1 hour with
at least 50 percent of design load.

Load-run failures: A load-run failure should be counted when
the emergency diesel generator starts but does not pick up load and
run successfully. Any failure during a valid load-run demand should
be counted. See " Exceptions" below. (For monthly surveillance
tests, the emergency diesel generator can be loaded at a rate that
is recommended by the manufacturer to minimize stress and wear.
Similarly, if the generator fails to load in the precise time
required by technical specifications, the load-run attempt is not
considered a failure if the test demonstrated that the generator
would load and run in an emergency.) Any condition identified in

,the course of maintenance inspections (with the emergency diesel "

generator in the standby mode) that definitely would have resulted
in a load-run f ailure if a demand had occurred should be counted as
a valid load-run demand and failure.

Excentio[1g: Unsuccessful attempts to start or load-run should
not be counted as valid demands or failures when they can be
definitely attributed to any of the following:

Spurious operation of a trip that would be bypassed in theo
emergency operation mode (e.g., high cooling water
temperature trip).

o Malfunction of equipment that is not required to operate
during the emergency operating mode (e.g., synchronizing
circuitry).

Filename: RG19R3.R1 10
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o Intentional termination of the test because of alarmed or
observed abnormal conditions (e.g. , small water or oil leaks)
that would not have ultimately resulted in significant .

emergency generator damage or failure. )
o Component malfunctions or operating errors that did not

prevent the emergency diesel generator from being restarted
and brought to load within a few minutes (i.e., without
corrective maintenance or significant problem diagnosis).

A failure to start because a portion of the starting systemo
was disabled for test purposes if followed by a successful
start with the starting system in its normal alignment.

Each emergency diesel generator failure that results in the
emergency diesel generator being declared inoperable should be
counted as one demand and one failure. Exploratory tests during
corrective maintenance and the successful test that is run
follcwing repair (or oreventive maintenance) to verify operability
should not be counted as demands or failures when the emergency
diesel generator has not been declared operable again.

2.2 Test Descriotions

The following test descriptions are to be used with Regulatory
Positions 3 and 4 (see also Regulatory Positions 1.5 and 2.3).
Table 1 describes the sequence of qualification and surveillance
testing. There should be detailed procedures for each test
described here. The procadures should identify special arrangements
or changes in normal system configuration that must be made to put
the emergency diesel generator under test. Jumpers and other
nonstandard configurations or arrangements should not be used
subsequent to initial equipment startup testing.

2.2.1 Start Test: Demonstrate proper startup from standby
conditions, and verify that the required design voltage and
frequency is attained. For these tests, the emergency diesel
generator can be slow-started and reach rated speed on a prescribed
schedule that is selected to minimize stress and wear.

2.2.2 Load-Run Test: Demonstrate 90 to 100 percent of the
continuous rating of the emergency diesel generator, for an
interval of not less than 1 hour and until temperature equilibrium
has been attained. This test may be accomplished by synchronizing
the generator with offsite power. The loading and unloading of an
emergency diesel generator during this test should be gradual and
based on a prescribed schedule that is selected to minimize stress

Filename: RG19R3.R1 11
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and wear on the diesel generator.

2.2.3 Fast-Start Test: Demonstrate that each emergency
diesel generator unit starts from standby conditions (if a plant
normally has operating prelube and keepwarm systems, these would
constitute its standby conditions), and verify that the emergency
diesel generator reaches required voltage and frequency within
acceptable limits and time as defined in the plant technical
specifications.

2.2.4 Loss-of-Offsite-Power (LOOP) Test: Demonstrate by
simulating a loss-of-of fsite-power that (1) the emergency buses are
deenergized and the loads are shed from the emergency buses, and
(2) the emergency diesel generator starts on the autostart signal
from its standby conditions, attains the required voltage and
frequency and energizes permanently connected loads within

,

acceptable limits and time, energizes the autoconnected shutdown
I loads through the load sequencer, and operates for greater than or
I equal to 5 minutes.

2.2.5 SIAS Test: Demonstrate that, on a safety injection
actuation signal (SIAS), the emergency diesel generator starts on
the autostart signal from its standby conditions, attains the
required voltage and frequency within acceptable limits and time,
and operates on standby for greater than or equal to 5 minutes.

2.2.6 Combined SIAS and LOOP Tests: Demonstrate that the
emergency diesel generator can satisfactorily respond to a loss-of-
offsite power (LOOP) in conjunction with SIAS in whatever sequence
they might occur (e.g., LOCA followed by delayed LOOP or LOOP
followed by LOCA). A simultaneous LOOP /LOCA event would be
demonstrated by simulating a LOOP and SIAS and verifying that (1)
the emergency buses are deenergized and loads are shed from the

,

emergency buses, and (2) the emergancy diesel generator starts on|
'

the autostart signal from its standby conditions, attains the
required voltage and frequency and energizes permanently connected
loads within acceptable limits and time, energizes autoconnected
loads through the load sequencer, and operates for greater than or
equal to 5 minutes.

2.2.7 Sinale-Load Reiection Test: Demonstrate the emergency
i diesel generator's capability to reject a loss of the largest

single load and verify that the voltage and frequency requirements'

are met and that the unit will not trip on overspeed.

2.2.8 Full-Load Reiection Test: Demonstrate the emergency
diesel gent ator's capability to reject a load equal to 90 to 100
percent 01 its continuous rating, and verify that the " voltage

Filename: RG19R3.R1 12
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requirements are met and that the emergency diesel generator will
not trip on overspeed.

I
2.2.9 Endurance and Marcin Test: Demonstrate full-load '

carrying capability for an interval of not less than 24 hours, of 1

which 2 hours are at a load equal to 105 to 110 percent of the
continuous rating of the emergency diesel generator, and 22 hours
are at a load equal to 90 to 100 percent of its continuous rating.
Verify that voltage and" frequency requirements are maintained.

2.2.10 Hot Restart Test: Demonstrata hot restart functional
capability at full-load temperature conditions by verifying that
the emergency diesel generator starts on a manual or autostart
signal, attains the required voltage and frequency- within
acceptable limits and time, and operrites for longer than 5 minutes.

2.2.11 Synchronizina Test: Demanstrate the ability to (1)
synchronize the emergency diesel generetor unit with offsite power
while the unit is connected to the emergency load, (2) transfer
this load to the offsite power, and (3) restore the emergency
diesel generator to ready-to-load status.

2.2.12 Protective Trio Bvoass Test: Demonstrate that all
automatic emergency diesel generator trips (except engine
overspeed, low lube oil pressure, and generator differential) are
automatically bypassed upon a SIAS. This test may be performed in,
conjunction with Regulatory Positions 2.2.5 and 2.2.6.

2.2.13 Test Mode Chance-over Test: Demonstrate that with the
emergency diesel generator operating in a test mode while connected
to its bus, a simulated safety injection signal overrides the test
mode by (1) returning the emergency diesel generator to standby
operation and (2) automatically energizing the emergency loads from
offsite power.

2.2.14 Redundant Unit Test: Demonstrate that, by starting
and running both redundant units simultaneously, potential common
failure modes that may be undetected in single emergency diesel
generator unit tests do not occur.

2.3 PreoDerational and Surveillance Testina

Table 1 relates preoperational and surveillance tests to the
anticipated schedule for performanca (e.g. , preoperational, monthly
surveillance, 6-month, scheduled refueling period, and 10-year
testing).

Filename: RG19R3.R1 13
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All planned tests described in Regulatory Position 2.2 should be
preceded by a prelube period and should be in general accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations for reducing engine wear,
including cool-down operation at reduced power followed by
postoperation lubrication.

2.3.1 Precoerational Testine: A preoperational test program
should be implemented for all emergency diesel generator systems
following assembly and installation at the site. This program
should include tne tests identified in Table 1.

In addition, demonstrate through a minimum of 25 valid start-
and-load demands in accordance with Re1qb; tory Positions 2.2.2 and
2.2.3 without f ailure on each installed caergency diesel generator
unit that an acceptable level of reliability has been achieved to
place the new emergency diesel generator into an operational
category.

2.3.2 Surveillance Testina: After the plants are licensed
(after fuel load), periodic surveillance testing of each emergency
diesel generator must demonstrate continued capability and
reliability of the diesel generator' unit to perform its intended
function. When the emergency diesel generator is declared
operational in accordance with plant technical specifications, the
following periodic test program should be implemented.

2.3.2.1 Monthlv Testina: After completion of the.
emergency diesel generator unit reliability demonstration during
pre-operational testing, periodic testing of emergency diesel
generator units during normal plant operation should be performed.
Each diesel generator should be started as described in Regulatory
Position 2.2.1 and loaded as described in Regulatory Position 2.2.2
at least once in 31 days (with maximum allowable extension not to
exceed 25 percent of the surveillance interval).

2.3.2.2 Six-Month for 184 days) Testina: 5 In order to
demonstrate the capability of the emergency diesel generator to
start from standby and provide the necessary power to mitigate the
loss-of-coolant accident coincident with loss of offsite power,
once every 6 months each diesel generator should be started from
standby conditions as described in Regulatory Position 2.2.3 to
verify that the diesel generator reaches required voltage and
frequency within acceptable limits and time as specified in the-
plant technical specifications. Following this test, the emergency
diesel generator should be loaded as described in Regulatory

|

This test may be substituted for a monthly test. |5

|
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Position 2.2.2. (See also Table 1.)
2.3.2.3 Refuelino Outace Testina: Overall emergency

diesel generator unit design capability should be demonstrated at
every refueling outage by performing the tests identified in Table
1.

2. 3. 2.4 Ten-Year Testina: Demonstrate that the trains of
standby electric power are independent once every 10 years (during
a plant shutdown) or af ter any modifications that could affect
emergency diesel generator independence, whichever is the shorter,
by starting all redundant units simultaneously to help identify
certain common f ailure modes undetected in single diesel generator
unit tests. (See also Table 1.)

2.3.3 Corrective Action Testina Problem Diesel Generator: If
an individual emergency diesel generator experiences four or more
f ailures in the last 25 demands, following completion of corrective
actions performed through the nuclear unit emergency diesel
generator reliability program, the restored performance of the
problem emergency diesel generstor should be demonstrated by
conducting seven consecutive failure-free start and load-run
demand tests (at a frequency of no less than 24 hours and of no
more than 7 days between each demand) . All starts and load-run
tests performed during this period should be included in the
nuclear unit emergency diesel generator reliability data set so
long as the emergency diesel generator is declared operable.

3. RELIABILITY GOALS AND MONITORING

Reliability goals for emergency diesel generators and their
monitoring are as follows:

3.1 Reliability Goals for Station Blac'kout

In order to comply with 10 CFR 50.63, " Loss of All Alternating
Current Power," and the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.155,
" Station Blackout," the minimum reliability should be targeted at
0.M or 0.975 per demand for each emergency diesel generator for
pinnu in emergency ac (EAC) Groups A, B, and C and at 0.975 per
demand ror each evergency diesel generator for plants in EAC Group
D (see Table 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.155).

The reliabilityiof D every EDGCmust5 b'e;imonitoreFat Mleast
monthly,to determine whether:the reliability & target;1evelsTselected
by the' <licenseeFin7 determinings the S specified stationsblackout
duration rrequiredE by ? 550. 63 (a) (1) Tare -being3 metd Alli dataffrom
'plenned ' and unplanned, demands .imustEbe wused oin:L determining [the
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nuclear ~uniEMEDGireliabilityE and Twilly beR based 1 ons theFl'ast4100
demands :. : of@all; ; EDGsi for , that nuclearj (unit; as O specified| |in
S50;63. (a) (3))

3.2 calculatin<r EDG ' Reliability

Emergency dieseligenerator r'eliabilityfcalculations should~;be~

based on valid' start and ' valid ~ load-run demands ~as ~ defined ~'in
Regulatory Position 2.1 and surveillance tests as defined in
Regulatory Position 2.3. The estimation of adequate emergency
diesel generator performance should be based on a reliability
calculation using the surveillance test data from the last 20, 50,
and 100 demands and the following calculational methodology.

The calculation of the reliability of individual emergency
diesel generators is comprised of two components: (1) the start
reliability and (2) the load-run reliability. Since not all
emergency diesel generator demands include both start and load-run
demands, data on these two reliability components should be
gathered and evaluated individually and then combined. An equal
number of start demands and load-run demands may not occur.in the
same time interval. These reliability :omponents are defined as
follows:

Start Reliability (SR) is defined as:

Number of Successful Starts| SR =

Total Number of Valid Start Demands

Load-Run Reliability (LR) is defined as:

Number of Successful Load RunsLR =

Total Number of Valid Load-Run Demands

EDG Reliability = (SR) * (LR)

The above equations produce point estimates of individual
emergency diesel generator reliabilities with attendant
uncertainties.

Inf addifibifi^gd thWe ffact? of f; EDG ? outagestimesiidue j to cumulative
ma intenance;. activities ; wil lJimpa ct ? EDG(availability @ Resolutioni of
the station 7 blackout' safety issue Lassumed'a maintenance ^relatadiEDG
unavailaba.alty2off0.007inwhilescurrentioperatingsexperien'cepshows
thatVthefcumulativeEannual? outage timesymaygbotauchthigher.isuchs

findingeiindicatehthatjthatiproper#attentionCohould(be:placedion
minimizingi maintenance F relatednunavailabilityg byg schedulingj EDG
maintenance Eso. aisito" minimize -"potentialf riskeiduringiboth 3 power

.
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operationTEhd U during R re fuelingVoutage's!M Th~ ref ore h cummulativee
maintenances outage.t times n should ? be :c reviewedI wheni computingy EDG

, gg-. - -

- ~ -

,

Estimates of emergency diesel generator reliability for a
nuclear unit should use individual emergency diesel generator
performance data, which are then combined in a manner

i representative of the emergency diesel generators assigned to a '

: specific nuclear unit. Table 2 providee.iguidanceiforicombining ~dati
^

from lindiiiiduh1Temergencp:(di' seligeneratorist'artaand
toicalculatithhnuclear{unipreliabilityf~~~~~~ ~ ~~fload-run ' data

e

.

3.3 Monitorina and Maintainino Emercency Diesel Generator
Reliability

MonitoringiofJEDG" performance:is* essential forj theTdetsction?of
reliabilitpdagradationeiet'an'sarlpretaissand(forTtheiverification -
of ? targetylsvols?selectedi forf complisaceivithfl0!CFRf50% 63@DatM
fromtal1Tplanned?and7 unplanned $demandelshouldiboldsed!toiehtinatWi
the i nucisarfunitiEDG" reliability flevel"(e)MFailuissNancounteredild
the $1astT20550Eshdf100FdemandsE(onVahperinuolesrRunit%bisiiX
should ibsWsedh f orysuch? estimates) and MidentifIdatidn %f ? cobirective
a e t i on ( s) pf ~~~"" ~"~^ '^ ~~~"~~~~~~'~"~~~~" ~ ~~~~~~~~^~"~~~* ~ '

EstTiitinyM6cisEWE61t3DGRslisWlHt?%ithPsihi%hTo6htidence ,

l' eve |13 requiresis 91a1%elisampis
planned 4plus2 unplanned 2 demand @$tw(o3yearescouldipassgabein6cleari'se (i@yg100!densKds)f4Asssains

,

unitivith% twof EDGE $ betore Mthii;fssspidseissivouldybsh ascumulated J
e

InktheWaeantine Ethsf EDGyrelistillitydbo01d@hWegdsgraded? below
0.95^.RTh'e'?competingYeffestsWofEdetecti6nge'sp' o~ asesprobability/
falseWalsimVprobabilit9FandEsaspistfisideEe whichsf takesetimeSto
accumulate)llures/demandVinithe)lastiS0js(trah(kingiconceptywhichiis#1ead'EtofankEDGfperformance
based;onsfa adi!100!demandas(termed thed

"doubin ttriggerNapproach)T:'Although1usegoffthisildouble% trigger
provides!some giaprovementiof (de taction [O waitings pairiod i for s takingcapabilitygahd1reductioncof;
falsetalarmeswithoutsincurring|ahlong
correctivei.iisdtionMitTdoest nots providelihight confidenssithatsEDG
reliabilitilissbelhginaintainedcattanta'oceptabletlevelWFronithe
statistica1TpointVof Tview ~ ,s the t occurrenceiofiandoublestrigger
providesW61earFevidence +that* EDG@ reliability"MhasWdegradedMto~
unacceptablefleYel'T- ~'

'

~~ ' " ~ ~ ' "
s

The|following " double trigger"ivalues)wereTs'electeditoliinimize
false 7 alarm probability, J achieve 5 reasonable & detection Ereisp^onse
probab,ility;and"reduceEdetection{ time { ~

~ " ~ ^

_

Nuclear Unit EDG Early Warning Double Trigger
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Tarcet Reliability (Failures / Demand) (Failures / Demand)

0.95 3/20 5/50 and 8/100
0.975 3/20 4/50 and 5/100

MonitoiEing f offEDG1perf ormance 'ishoUld%eiba' sed ?onT monitoring
failuresxandJauccesses sto start
followinscriteriaf " ~ "p~ ~ " hand;g~ load-rung" andA~ utilize 4the"" ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ '' ' ^ ' ^ " " "

1)"3 EARLEWARNINGRIf$thWs?Ws?3?f silWsW[within3 the 91astf20
Distfdemands%forisitheriahlindividualTEDG !odfor7511l EDGs

assigned. tota? nuclear unit $this"is?in"eirlyxindicator 'of
potentials., deterioration g ofG EDG p reliability k TbM NRO
should i be7n6tifiedTand Teorrective Taction.?:takeris byy ths

~.

2)Q7'' demands (oftaniEDGWthishi~ssatfurthereindidatio$1sitis5'~ PROBLEMEDIES EL GI fithafeIde%42 fsilkesiihithe
nlofsEDGreliabilityfdeterissatiohjand|aisoithesineffoctivens' '

the a EDo| maintena nc'ai progranspFollowingicorrecti
''

thiis
dea 6n# EDG fshouldibei subj ected%toi socalsrataiditestrits?effactivenessl6f3saihtsnance}fadti"'"~

7E c_6ns_ec.utive, !,f a_ilur_e.s fr_eE.ft_est_s )#Yd.isdu_ss_eds_b_elow%sd~~~ ~ - m . - .

3)|||@}D008LE}TRIGGERMIfsthireF~ STfsi1@esWithinYthiailast~' 50;(demandsiandp8Mailsis
AtyI=ythslissti100Edeniendsthin

! (nuclesrXuhit!stari etyrelia . 3 i95 M
withinithsilast(50#esind f asdK51f ai1Mes)3wkorniste11ured

0l
'

thin {theElast
! 1001 demands 3 (nuclearnunitRtargetsreliabilityg=j;0|. 975) 1
| then U thie Qieplclearenovidence WthatQ EDGignaintenance .

act161tissiareinot!sffeatifs?and Mststhe:EDG!ssliab1lity
levels hasW oroppedi significantlystielowethettarget%1 eve 1V
This tbond1 tion jia iciearly!n66-complisheeWith355016'3 (a))
a.ndnregfulatorytaetionkehoulMbe(takenQThsfactiohanand
reportingiraquirementsf oti s 50J63 (aH31( {i)]c)ish,ccidibe
e,rriedgutj

3.4 Problem Diesel Generator

A problem diesel generator is defined as an individual emergency
diesel generator that has experienced four or more failures in the
last 25 demands.

Following completion of effective corrective actions, restored
performance of the problem emergency diesel generator should be;

demonstrated by conducting seven consecutive failure-free start and
| load-run demand tests per Regulatory Position 2.3.3. The monthly
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surveillance test schedule should not be resumed until the seven !consecutive tests are successfully completed. |

This process of evaluating recent demands and taking appropriate -
action on the individual emergency' diesel generator experiencing
recurring failures is a. key element in providing reasonable
assurance thatfEDCTma~intenancel(sctivitidsfarefbeingleffactive;;
3'5' Recovery from'a' Doublet Triccrer.

,

RecoviryT frofthej ddobbl'Witrigger*(66Hdit'16:Eshould L b's i based
on 7an fq| accelerated is.urveillanceitesting Efrequencyfforp thoseY:,EDGs
thatj havej axperiencede f a ilures MThis} EDGi testf frequencyiof ] no : more'

than' 7Edaysjy but not31ess;than424Lhours,ishould:be maintained |until-

falluresrperrdemandLhaveareturned ? top within$ the? double strigger
bounds - (ie.1 4 /50 and17/100 3 for a [0.95j target'it.3/50 s andf4/200j^for -
the? 0;975itarget)7on J a-:nucleartunit; basis. ~ ~~ '~ ' ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ "~^~'

4. RECORDKEEPING'

Guidance from Section 7.5.2, " Records and Analysis," of IEEE Std
387-1984 should be supplemented as follows:

Licensees should retain the following information related to EDG
f ailures stoYs tart i and fload--runj thatVoccuriduringfallsplannedTand
unplannedKdemands:

a. Data on valid demands and failures that are used to
calculate start and load-run nuclear. unit EDG
reliability.

,

'

b. Corrective actions taken in response to individual
EDG failures.

A description of any EDG r'eliabil'ityJprogram improvements ;c.

implemented?followisgioccurredesofdac doubleEtri#gir" 'a

and'"the ~ schedule ~"of' lann'ea" "and" "in-progres~s EDG --
m}aihtyss6fyi'aprovepentF}e

5. REPORTING CRITERIA
4

When reporting emergency diesel generator failures, all plants
should conform with the provisions of 10?CFRf(50163(a)'(3)l, 10 CFR-

50.72, 10 CFR 50.73, 10 CFR Part' "21, ' plarit^ ~ technical ,

* Licensees should also retain data relevant to the fast-start '

tests required by the technical specifications.
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specifications, and other current NRC reporting regulations.

Thesejreports/sho[didTcontainithelf611ppiHgginformationi

That. Scalculated U ndclesrMHhitWi5dWindividualTHEDQa.

ba'sedEon the?last:30#50r?andslootplanned?and
reliability;smandayis.ihdtne}{methodplogygdescribedj&inunp_1annedQd
Regulatorygosition13.2j

b. Al'descripti16h7ef Ettisif f ailsfsiREhdElfihWEadisss|Fihd
~

~

!

actionsstakshTforif ailsr'es;thatthave%ccurredlinntheilast!
20 Z 50 #f a nd $l00 Giplanned$snd!$ unplanned &demandeldThe
repsrt ed t f ailuren shosidtfalseWiscludsFahpj"anonjialld*
fai}ures{experienc.edbyfth|alEDGs[ ~^ ^ ~ """ ~~

D. IMPLEMENTATION '

The purpose of this section is to provide information to
applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staff's plans for_using
this regulatory guide.

Except in those cases in which an applicant proposes an
acceptable alternative method for complying with. the specified
portions of the Commission's regulations, the methods described in
Regulatory Positions 1 and 2 of this guide will be used by the NRC.
staff in evaluating the selection, design, qualification, and
testing of diesel generator units used as onsite electric power
systems for the following nuclear power plants:-

t

1. Plants for which the construction permit is issued after
January 31, 1991.

2. Plants for which the operating license application is '

docketed after July 31, 1991.

3. Plants for which the licensee commits to the provisions
of this guide.

The NRC staff intends to use Regulatory Positions 3, 4, and 5 of
this regulatory guide to monitor emergency diesel generator
reliability levels for compliance with 10 CFR 50.63(ammended)$This
guide" willFYiecbinsDeffective J sixEmonths?siteWthehruletbecomes

-
- . ..

-
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Table 1. Preoperational and Surveillance Testing'

Monthly
Tests Described in Preoperational Surveillance 6-Month Refueling 10-Year
Ragulatory Position 2.2 Test Program Tests Tests Outage Tests

2.2.1 start Test X

2 32.2.2 Load-Run Test X X X

2.2.3 Fast-Start Test 1 gn x2

2.2.4 Loss-of-offsite-Power
(LOOP) Test X X

2.2.5 SIAS Test X X

2.2.6 Combined SIAS and
LOOP Tests X X

2.2.7 Single-Load Rejection Test X X

2.2.8 Full-Load Rejection Test X X

2.2.9 Endurance and Margin Test X X

2.2.10 Hot Restart Test X X

2.2.11 Synchronizing Test X X

2.2.12 Protective-Trip Bypass Test X X

2.2.13 Test Mode Change-Over
Test X X'

2.2.14 Redundant Unit Test X X

|

|

f ' Technical specification requirements take precedence to this table.
t

' Utilities should retain data for fast starts required by technical specifications.;

! 'This test may be Substituted for a monthly test. g

|
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TABLE 2 Combinina Individual EDG Failure Data

EDG Conficuratio.D Method for Combinina

2, 3, 4 EDGs dedicated to Use combined failure
nuclear unit experience of all EDGs.

2, 3, 4 EDGs shared between Use combined failure
units experience of all EDGs

for all units.

1 dedicated EDG at each Each unit uses the combined
unit and 1 shared between failure experience of its

units dedicated EDGs and the -

shared EDG.

2 dedicated EDGs at each Each unit uses the combined
unit and 1 shared between failure experience of its

units dedicated EDGs and the
shared EDG.

2 dedicated EDGs and 1 HPCS Use the combined failure
EDG or diverse EDGs within experience of similar EDGs
the same unit and separately consider the

failure experience of
different EDGs.

-

,
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